"Behold, I will make Jerusalem a cup of trembling (poison) unto all the people round about, when they shall be in the siege both against Judah and against Jerusalem." Zechariah 12:2.

**Jordan to Allow Global March to Jerusalem**

Jordanian authorities confirmed they will permit a planned march in the Jordan Valley "in support of Jerusalem."

*Israel National News.com / March 28, 2012*

"Jordanian authorities confirmed on Tuesday that they will permit a planned Global March to Jerusalem in the Jordan Valley on Friday.

"The Global March is being staged in Lebanon and Jordan as another ploy to drum up international supports for the Palestinian Authority (PA) demand for unilateral recognition of PA territorial and political demands following the demise of the Oslo Accords and of the ensuing diplomatic process towards negotiations with Israel for the establishment of the PA as an independent entity.

"Previous 'million-man' marches have fizzled with few participants, but the Jordanian and Lebanese governments have offered more support this time around. **Israel has warned them not to try cross the international borders.**

"The march has also been endorsed by Rev. Jeremiah Wright, who was U.S. President Barack Obama's pastor for 20 years at the Trinity United Church of Christ in Chicago."
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Jordanian authorities confirmed on Tuesday that they will permit a planned Global March to Jerusalem in the Jordan Valley on Friday.

The Iranian news agency Fars quoted the Jordanian Public Security Department (PSD) as having confirmed authorities will allow Islamist activists to lead a march as part of global demonstrations "in support of Jerusalem."

PSD Spokesperson Lt. Col. Mohammed Khatib told Fars a "heavy" security presence will be deployed to maintain order during Friday's march.

The Global March is being staged in Lebanon and Jordan as another ploy to drum up international supports for the Palestinian Authority (PA) demand for unilateral recognition of PA territorial and political demands following the demise of the Oslo Accords and of the ensuing diplomatic process towards negotiations with Israel for the establishment of the PA as an independent entity.

Previous "million-man" marches have fizzled with few participants, but the Jordanian and Lebanese governments have offered more support this time around. Israel has warned them not to try cross the international borders.

According to the report in Fars, the Islamist movement stressed that the march will be "peaceful and well organized," dismissing fears of participants attempting to storm the border as "baseless."

Kathem Ayesh, a Muslim Brotherhood member and march organizer, was quoted as having said participants will not stray from the designated rally site, pointing out that Islamists held a similar rally in the Jordan Valley last November without incident.

"This will be a peaceful rally in support of Jerusalem, not a call to storm Jerusalem," Ayesh was quoted in the report as having told The Jordan Times.

The Meir Amit Intelligence and Terrorism Information Center (ITIC) has presented information that the Iranian regime is behind the initiative and openly supports it. The march has also been endorsed by Rev. Jeremiah Wright, who was U.S. President Barack Obama's pastor for 20 years at the Trinity United Church of Christ in Chicago.
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March on Jerusalem
LA LA Kitty, Los Angeles (28/3/12)

@1
Dan, Rehovot (28/3/12)

LOL!
Zaghamim, Amman (28/3/12)

LOL--That's a laugh
American, New York (28/3/12)

Shoot to kill any muslim racist that crosses the border!
Don Rosenberg, Palatine. (28/3/12)

Shoot to kill any muslim racist that crosses the border!
Don Rosenberg, Palatine. (28/3/12)

Be as dopey as you want, Zag, on your own side of the river (n.c)
Josiane, Maale Adumim (28/3/12)

You can demonstrate how and where you want as long as
Josiane, Maale Adumim (28/3/12)

To Zaghamim
Herb Glatter, Hood River, USA (28/3/12)

Jordan --
Robert, USA (28/3/12)

zaghamin, your illogic is so typical for arabs/muslims
mendel, holland (3003/12)

1. March on Jerusalem
LA LA Kitty, Los Angeles (28/3/12)

2. “Global March to Jerusalem”
don, oregon city (28/3/12)

3. Jerusalem March
TRACER, TRACER (28/3/12)

4. Islamic bullies
sk, USA (28/3/12)

5. Rev Wright is a bag of wind and an old fart
Rev? Wright
barry eisenberg, san francisco (28/3/12)

6. Send arab terrorists to Jordan... March them...
muman613, SF, CA (28/3/12)

7. why not Global match to liberate Syria? hypocrites!
mary of bethany, singapore (28/3/12)

8. Scam of right of return Arabs into Israel permanently
, (28/3/12)

9. Fly Oversized Israeli Flags!
FlyTheFlags, Jerusalem (28/3/12)

10. Abdullah should remember this when the march on amman starts
rick, walnut creek (28/3/12)

11. Global march and Israel suffering
yosef, münchen germany (28/3/12)

12. The Jordanians lost Jerusalem when....
Yosef Ben Abraham, Charlotte (28/3/12)

13. This will be a peaceful rally --
Robert, USA (28/3/12)

    When has there ever been a peaceful muslim rally?
my hammer, USA (28/3/12)

14. March to Jerusalem
barry eisenberg, san francisco (28/3/12)

    you San fransico pacifist are all the same....
Yossi Ben Abraham, Charlotte (28/3/12)

15. Friday? Aren't they supposed to be kissing rugs?
Louie, Quebec (28/3/12)

16. clearly shows Wright is Wrong...Globe is Wrong and can go
chuck, austin, texas (28/3/12)

17. Bunch of brainwashed fanatical homicidal idiots...
Dude, USA (28/3/12)

18. Israeli's should march and proclaim Jerusalem is Jewish and
Don Rosenberg, Palatine (28/3/12)

19. The decision of self hating Jews concerning "Migron" also
Hershel, Jerusalem (28/3/12)

20. Ever Hayarden
Chaim, NYC (28/3/12)

21. If they cross the river, it's an invasion and should be....
Louie, Quebec (28/3/12)

    NICE touch...the pork... (n.c)
chuck, austin, texas (28/3/12)

22. How's About...
marco, haifa (28/3/12)

23. I hope Israel is ready
Vera, (28/3/12)

24. How about the Jews of Israel do a peaceful march in Jordan?
john, USA (30/3/12)

25. Wright isn't right.
john, USA (30/3/12)
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